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Most of it is non-recyclable and non-reusable, he said, and a lot of it is single-use sachets that once contained
shampoo, vinegar, soy sauce or other consumables. All rights reserved. Those LGUs who host common waste
management facilities can likewise receive incentives. Below is a comparison of the number of
establishments, factories, and homes in the Manila Bay area that constructed wastewater treatment facilities or
septic tanks following inspections from their respective local government units LGU over time. The last
coastal frontier in the Philippine capital provides refuge to migratory birds and a thick mangrove forest there
serves as a natural typhoon barrier for millions of city dwellers. All personnel directly dealing with collection
of solid waste must be equipped with personal protective gears for their protection. These laws may have
never seen the light of day, however, with garbage ending up on streets, sewages, canals and other waterways.
The Act provides for a comprehensive ecological solid waste management program by creating the necessary
institutional mechanisms and incentives, appropriating funds, declaring certain acts prohibited, and providing
penalties. Local Government Solid Waste Management To encourage and facilitate the development of local
plans, NSWMC is mandated to publish guidelines for identification of areas with common waste management
problems and appropriate units for clustering solid waste management services. Individuals comprising each
LGU are likewise responsible for solid waste management. This is to reinforce provisions of the Local
Government Code for all provinces, cities, municipalities and barangays to consolidate or coordinate efforts,
services and resources to establish common waste treatment and disposal facilities. Any person who commits
this offense shall, upon conviction, be fined for not less than P but not more than P1,, or render community
service for not less than one day to not more than 15 days to an LGU where such prohibited acts are
committed. Non-fiscal incentives are granted to businesses and industries engaged in recycling of waste in the
form of simplified procedures for importation of equipment, spare parts, new materials and supplies, and for
the export of processed products. The national government claims to be doing all it can to curb the garbage
menace facing the country. So when it comes to the trash along Manila Bay â€” and Philippine seas in general
â€” what gives? This happens annually, and nobody bats an eyelash when it does. The bay itself is covered in
trash after a storm. RA was passed by the Philippine Congress on December 20, and was subsequently
approved by the Office of the President on January 26,  The Act further provides for conversion of existing
open dumps to controlled dumps within three 3 years. Aquino, Jamaica Angelica P. The failure to meet those
targets and comply with RA arises from a lack of political will on the part of local leaders as well as a lack of
discipline regarding proper garbage disposal on the part of the public, according to Eligio Ildefonso, executive
director of the National Solid Waste Management Commission Secretariat, the government agency tasked
with implementing RA  Non-environmentally acceptable products shall be allowed within one 1 year after
public notice as alternatives available to consumers but at cost not exceeding ten 10 percent of the disposable
product. According to Greenpeace Philippines Campaigner Abigail Aguilar, the Philippines has a good solid
waste management law, but a lot more can be done in terms of implementation. The trash is piling up on land,
clogging coastlines, spilling into the sea, and travelling to remote corners of the globe as the country fails to
meet targets for improved waste management that it signed into law 18 years ago. The trash offers a filthy
contrast to the tantalising sunsets Manila Bay is famous for. Conclusion Human activities contribute
significantly in waste management. Collection and Transport of Solid Waste.


